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The embodiment in the report of

for Toonto the Toronto City Engineer, re-

tiot1, cently published, of two sugges-
t that have been made for the improvement of

floto-suggestions of a couple of diagonal thor-
p ghfares and of a lake front drive- mark that these
rrtoPositions have at last reached, or are on the verge of

al 'ng,5 the region of practical politics. The diagon-

the when they are accomplished, will be one of

atest improvements made in Toronto since it

S a big place on a plan that s only suitable
asalon.,

here is no time like the present for a work of that
nee freedon from costly obstruction is so neces-

• "At present," the City Engineer says, "there
no expensive buildings on the line of the proposed

taes.'' But, if the suggestion underlying this

p enient is that it is a necessary condition that the
PPOsed avenues should be straight from one end to
bother, we could almost wish there were expensive

dIgs on the line; not enough to daunt the pro-
but enough to' make it necessary that the

4eto es should have what would be a great advantage

te their beauty and interest-vistas of moderate length

te"r"1ating with a building, and having at that point

the refreshment of a bend of some kind. College

street, though ot no startling beauty in its present state,

offers, between Spadina avenue and the west, sugges-

tions of how little obstruction a slight bend îs n a

road, and how much pleasanter it is to travel over

when varied by even such slight curves as these; and,

as to the question of vistas, the view from about

Euclid avenue lookin east to Spadina avenue, where

the tower of the Broadway Tabernacle rises as a cen-

tral object in the road, is far better than the intermin-

able vistas of King or Queen streets.

We have at last discovered that constant right

angles do not make perfection in laying out streets;

let us go a step further and abandon the bee line too.

We al want to get home as soon as possible, but there

W no reason why we should not enjoy the process of

getting there if we can. That a street should here and

there deviate from straightness adds practically noth-

ing to its length and takes much from the fatigue of

traversitsg it. It is direction that s the essential con-

sderation in a street. For ttis it is worth while to

take pains and, if necessary, pay money; but to suffer

over making a street straight, or to suffer the want of

t because it canfnot be made straight, is to suffer in

vain, for straighttess is neither necessary or desirable.
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